Postgraduate Certificate in
Global Investment & Finance

........................................................
Build your knowledge in
Investment Banking | Global Capital Markets | Private Equity |
Hedge Funds | Big-4 Transaction Services

School of

BANKING & FINANCE

GBS – A specialised institute
GBS is known for training professionals in investment banks, private equities and hedge funds globally. We take the
current industry practices and design our curriculum for industry ready degrees for financial services.
Our unique niche proposition in the industry will help you to build a successful career in banking or finance roles
globally. We recruit ambitious people, train them with critical thinking and problem solving and guide their career to
become a successful asset in this competitive global world. Our lecturers bring great wealth of industry experience,
professional education and passionate teaching skills to the classroom as they come from diverse culture.
Each student goes through our structured career development programme where we map the strengths,
weaknesses and skills for a particular role.
Our innovative teaching methods are delivered by experienced bankers and thinkers. We always aspire to erase the
gap of knowledge between real world investment banking, finance practices and traditional academic learning. We
will stimulate your thoughts, put you through rigorous curriculum, connect you to the industry and demand your
commitment.

PGC Global Investment
& Finance

Curriculum
Unit

Credits

 Global Financial Reporting and Analysis

15

 Applied Quantitative Investment Methods

15

 International Corporate Finance and Equity

15

 Global Fixed Income and Derivatives

15

Instruments

Post Graduate Certificate in Global Investment and Finance specialised Curriculum has been created to
build the knowledge in broad Investment Banking role.
The unique feature of the programme lies in its emphasis on the role of academic theory underpinning
applied Global Capital Markets & Investments practice with a very particular focus on helping students
to relate this to their own career development.
This very personal approach and industry contacts is what differentiates the programme from other
related courses at postgraduate level.
Students’ prior knowledge and skills brought to the course combined with the academic theory,
practice-based knowledge, cognitive process and synthesis accessed along the course make for a very
powerful combination of skillset to achieve a knowledge in Investment Banking.
Post Graduate Certificate in Global Investment and Finance specialised Curriculum has been created to
build the knowledge in broad Investment Banking role.
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PG Certificate in Global Investment and Finance ( 60 credits) and they will be studying the following 4 modules. They can go
away for few years and come back to do MSc and they do not need to do these credits again.
Global Financial Reporting and Analysis
(15 credits)
The module aims to provide you with the ability to prepare
individual and group financial statements. The module will also
provide students with the technical knowledge of critically
analysing financial statements prepared for both individual
and group companies.
You should be able to prepare and analyse real private or public
listed companies after this module.
Applied Quantitative Investment Methods
(15 credits)
Global Capital Market and Investment professionals must have a
working knowledge of Quantitative Analysis in the respective
specialist Investments analysis. This module provides the
framework and anchor for value creation through Quantitative
Analysis within these Markets. Students will be taught with a
practical hands on approach through, problem solving and
research enquiry skills within the integrated construct of time
value and discounted cash flow, linear regression and multiple
regression, statistical techniques, time series and multifactor
models with a view to designing and delivering value through
needs application of Quantitative techniques to Analysis of
Global Capital Markets and Investments.
International Corporate Finance and Equity Instruments
(15 credits)
Global Capital and Investment professionals must have a
working knowledge of International Corporate Finance and
Equity Instruments in order to carry out insightful analysis for
value creation. You are taught with a practical hands on
approach, problem solving and investigative enquiry skills in
International Corporate Finance and Equity Instruments, and
you will carry out critical analysis and evaluation with a view to
designing and undertaking critical investigations into cashflow
analysis and financing of business.
Global Fixed Income and Derivatives (15 credits)

Admission Guidelines
Eligibility criteria:


GBS application form + most updated CV



A bachelor degree or equivalent in your country (certificate + transcripts)



Statement of purpose



2 Academic or industry references



English proficiency: CEFR B2

The Process

The module aims to provide you with the knowledge and
understanding of Valuation of Fixed Income Investments and
Derivatives. The module is developed further by providing
students with the cognitive and thinking skills for undertaking
critical analysis, evaluation and integration of these securities to
hedge various financial risks.
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Some of Our Successful Alumni

GBS takes your career

very seriously

Career Development and Employability
 We start assisting your

 We start assisting your

Customising your pitch:

career opportunities
from day 1.

career opportunities
Infrom
you firstday
term, 1.
we will help you customise your
CV according to the industry and your preferred

 Our career advisor will help you

 role,
Our
career
help
offer
guidance advisor
to build your will
personal
brandyou
on

identify your strengths and
weaknesses and assist you
further in one-to-one meetings.

identify your strengths and
weaknesses and assist you
further in one-to-one meetings.

social media and assist you with case studies, mock
interviews and psychometric tests.

Our greatest asset is our
alumni network

Every year over 5000 candidates
perticipate in the Global Investment
Banking Valuation Olympiad

Name of Alumni

Organisation

Location

Aristos Michaelides
Ignasi Sola

Goldman Sachs
Deutsche Bank

London
Brazil

Laura Young

Nomura Investment Bank

London

Francisco Lobato

RBC Capital Markets

London

Sele Inegbedion

Primera Africa Finance Group

Nigeria

Rodrigo Hernandes

Condere M&A Consulting Firm

Brazil

Marcus Lertkomolsuk

Teak Capital

Thailand

VasilisWilliam Tridimas

JP Morgan

London

Federica Labate

Bloomberg L.P.

London

Youssef Ebrik
Jing Qixiang Andy

KPMG
UBS Investment Bank

Mansour Bibi

Ernst & Young LLP

Abu Dhabi

Gastone de Luca
Riad Subra

Mediobanca
Bloomberg

Milan
London

Zoe Shen
Jeffrey Cheng

Deal Globe
Hang Seng Bank

London
Hong Kong

Justin Tan

Kimheng Marine & Oilfield

Singapore

Mark
Mujgan

EY
JP Morgan

Melbourne
London

Aliasger

Yen Capital

UAE

Andrea Izzo

Societe Europeenne de Banque

Luxembourg

We encourage you to participate in alumni
networking events in different cities and find
mentors who share the common vision with you.
Conference
You will be invited to assist the organization team
for industry conferences on various topics.
Societies
GBS will suggest you take volunteer roles
various
finance and
investment
societies
2018 in
Team
Winner:
University
of Banmerg
Otto-Friedrich
to connectUniversity
with industry professionals.

2018 Team Winner: University of Banmerg
Otto-Friedrich University

Transform your career with
global applied knowledge
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Abu Dhabi
London

Testimonials
“The teaching style, while very
relaxed, was thorough and
rigorous.

The revision classes in the final
weeks leading to the exam were
really helpful and put everything
into context”

N. Chauhan

“II like
likethe
theway
waythe
theprogramme
programme
was
taught,
as
it
was taught, as itwas
wason
ona ahigh
high
level
of
teaching.
Also,
level of teaching. Also,the
the
programme moves
you
to to
be be
programme
moves
you
able
to
work
in
the
company
able to work in the company
from day
from
dayone”
one

Giacomo Mattioli,
Giacomo
Mattioli,

HiQ
Invest B.V.
HiQ Invest
B.V.
A very
verygood
goodand
and
brief
“A
brief
explanation
to
all
the
sessions.
explanation to all the
sessions.
Small
groups
and
a
lot
Small groups and a lot of of
practice."
practice."

Ilya Kotliar,

Ilya Kotliar,
Deloitte
Consulting
Deloitte Consulting

“Concentrates on exam practice
which is very good. Friendly
environment and good
explanation from top tutors”

Chris,

City University

GLOBAL APPLIED KNOWLEDGE

Olympic Park Campus
153-159 Bow Road, London E3 2SE
+44 (0) 207 539 3548 |

Birmingham Campus
11-13 Oughton Road, Birmingham B12 0DF

info@globalbanking.ac.uk |

www.globalbanking.ac.uk

